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Abstract
The purpose of this systematic review is to assess the evidence behind the dietary requirement of protein and
to assess the health effects of varying protein intake in healthy adults. The literature search covered the years
20002011. Prospective cohort, case-control, and intervention studies were included. Out of a total of 5,718
abstracts, 412 full papers were identified as potentially relevant, and after careful scrutiny, 64 papers were
quality graded as A (highest), B, or C. The grade of evidence was classified as convincing, probable, suggestive
or inconclusive. The evidence is assessed as: probable for an estimated average requirement of 0.66 g good-
quality protein/kg body weight (BW)/day based on nitrogen balance studies, suggestive for a relationship
between increased all-cause mortality risk and long-term low-carbohydratehigh-protein (LCHP) diets; but
inconclusive for a relationship between all-cause mortality risk and protein intake per se; suggestive for an
inverse relationship between cardiovascular mortality and vegetable protein intake; inconclusive for relation-
ships between cancer mortality and cancer diseases, respectively, and protein intake; inconclusive for a
relationship between cardiovascular diseases and total protein intake; suggestive for an inverse relationship
between blood pressure (BP) and vegetable protein; probable to convincing for an inverse relationship between
soya protein intake and LDL cholesterol; inconclusive for a relationship between protein intake and bone
health, energy intake, BW control, body composition, renal function, and risk of kidney stones, respectively;
suggestive for a relationship between increased risk of type 2 diabetes (T2D) and long-term LCHP-high-fat
diets; inconclusive for impact of physical training on protein requirement; and suggestive for effect of physical
training on whole-body protein retention. In conclusion, the evidence is assessed as probable regarding the
estimated requirement based on nitrogen balance studies, and suggestive to inconclusive for protein intake and
mortality and morbidity. Vegetable protein intake was associated with decreased risk in many studies.
Potentially adverse effects of a protein intake exceeding 2023 E% remain to be investigated.
Keywords: protein requirement; nitrogen balance; animal protein; vegetable protein; mortality; chronic disease; Nordic
nutrition recommendations
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T
his literature review is part of the fifth version of
the Nordic Nutrition Recommendations (NNR5)
project with the aim of reviewing and updating
the scientific basis of the fourth edition of the NNR
issued in 2004 (1). The NNR5 project is mainly focused
on a revision of those areas in which new scienti-
fic knowledge has emerged since the fourth edition,
with special relevance for the Nordic setting. A number
of systematic literature reviews form the basis for
establishment of dietary reference values in NNR5. The
present expert group was established to systematically
review studies regarding nitrogen balance (N-balance)
and protein quantity and quality associated with health
outcomes.
In 2002, the IoM published the US dietary reference
values for protein (2) that was mainly based on a meta-
analysis of N-balance studies by Rand et al. (3) to
estimate protein requirement. This meta-analysis was
also taken into consideration in the NNR in 2004
(NNR4) protein requirement assessment, while the
recommendation was expressed as the energy percentage
(E%) from protein, which also allowed for the macro-
nutrient intake distribution and the Nordic dietary habits.
The Nordic-recommended protein intake of 1020 E%
was considered adequate to meet the requirement for
protein, including essential amino acids.
In 2007, WHO/FAO/UNU published their most
recent protein requirement (4), also based on the Rand
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meta-analysis (3), but with increased requirements for
most essential amino acids, which made a certain level of
protein quality necessary, and in 2012 the European Food
Safety Authority (EFSA) published their Population
Reference Intake for protein based on N-balance studies
(5), again mainly the Rand meta-analysis (3). Both WHO
and the EFSA Panel also considered several health out-
comes associated with protein intake, but data were found
to be insufficient to establish dietary reference values.
In 2007, the World Cancer Research Fund published
a comprehensive report about the relationship between
food, nutrition, and the prevention of cancer based on
systematic literature reviews (6). The scientific recom-
mendations were mainly based on foods/food groups (e.g.
meat) and not on protein as a nutrient.
To date, recommendations on protein requirements
have been based on N-balance studies, and recommenda-
tions of an optimal protein intake in relation to health
outcomes are not clear. Except for the review regarding
nutrition and cancer (6), the present evidence on the
relationship between protein intake and health outcomes
has, however, not been based on systematic literature
reviews.
The purpose of this systematic review is to assess
the evidence behind the dietary requirement of protein
based on N-balance studies and to assess the health
effects of varying protein intake in human nutrition based
on prospective observational cohort studies, case-control
studies, and randomized controlled studies.
Methods
The process for conducting the systematic review is
described in detail in the guidelines devised by the
NNR5 working group (7). Briefly, the key characteristics
of the systematic review are:
. Definition of the research questions to be answered.
. Definition of the eligibility criteria.
. A systematic search that attempts to identify all
studies that would meet the eligibility criteria.
. A systematic selection and evaluation of the included
papers.
. Construction of summary tables of the studies.
. Rating the evidence and formulate conclusions.
Research questions
The research questions were formulated in cooperation
with other relevant expert groups. The effects or associa-
tions marked with * should be reviewed in cooperation
with or in the relevant expert groups (e.g. infants and
children, elderly, pregnant and lactating women).
(1) What is the dietary requirement of protein and
protein of different dietary sources for adequate
growth, development, and maintenance of body
functions, mainly based on N-balance studies?
(2) What is the association and what are the effects
of different intake, timing, and frequency of protein
and protein of different dietary sources, while
considering the intake of other energy-giving
nutrients at the same time, on:
well-established markers or indicators of functional or
clinical outcomes, such as serum lipids, glucose and
insulin, blood pressure (BP), body composition, and
bone mineral density (BMD)?
functional or clinical outcomes including
. pregnancy* or birth outcomes*, growth, develop-
ment, and sarcopenia*
. cardiovascular diseases, weight outcomes, cancer,
type 2 diabetes (T2D), fractures, renal out-
comes, physical training, muscular strength, and
mortality
(3) Does intake and dietary source of protein (including
vegan diet) affect the lactation/milk production in
Nordic countries in relation to lactation duration,
infant’s need, and growth?*
Eligibility criteria
We included studies with protein intake from foods, but
excluded studies with isolated protein as supplements, and
studies based on the intake of amino acids. The protein
intake could be expressed as animal protein, vegetable
protein and/or total protein (animalvegetable).
Population
Studies of a generally healthy population in settings similar
to the Nordic countries were included. Studies without
Caucasians or with Caucasians as a minority group were
excluded. Secondary prevention studies (e.g. hypertension
stage 1 or hyperlipidemia with total cholesterol 6 mmol/
L) were excluded, while studies including analyses on pre-
hypertension (systolic BP of 120139 mmHg or diastolic
BP of 8089 mmHg) were included, since this is a group
of individuals at high risk of hypertension, justifying
special attempts to lower BP. We also excluded studies of
adiposity or obesity, and athletes.
Study type and design
Observational studies: prospective cohort studies and
case-control studies were included, while cross-sectional
studies were excluded. Studies were also excluded if length
of follow-up was clearly too short related to outcome.
Controlled intervention studies: required length of
study depended on the outcome; for N-balance studies
the length was set to at least 14 days in accordance with a
recent meta-analysis (3). Single-meal postprandial studies
(acute studies) were excluded. The required number of
participants depended on the outcome and power
calculations.
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Publication language was English or any of the Nordic
languages.
Publication type
Original articles, meta-analyses, and systematic reviews
were included. Narrative reviews were examined to ensure
that all relevant studies were included.
Time period for publication
2000 up to and including 2011
Search method and terms
The search terms were established in collaboration with
a librarian and are shown in Appendix A. The databases
used were PubMed and SweMed (the latter was used
to identify Nordic papers not published in PubMed).
The main search included the period January 2000
January 2011. An additional search was run in Medline
through the PubMed platform in January 2012 in order
to update the search with the most recent papers
published from January to December 2011.
Selection and evaluation of papers
The 5,718 abstracts from the initial search were screened
by one of the authors (ANP) in order to exclude the
clearly ineligible abstracts and to select abstracts that
should be directed to the other expert groups. This left
1,483 abstracts to be screened in pairs by the three
members of the protein expert group. In July 2011,
a member of the initial expert group resigned. The two
remaining experts (ANP and EB) made the first screening.
All articles suggested by at least one of the two were
ordered as full-text papers. In August 2011, the expert
group was supplemented with a third expert (JK) who
participated in the second screening of the full-text papers.
The experts made the second screening in pairs, and
papers suggested by at least one expert were included in
the quality assessment. The quality assessment was done
according to the principles in the guidelines (7). Briefly, a
quality assessment tool specific for the study type was
used to grade the papers as A (high-quality study with
very low level of potential bias); B (some bias, but not
enough to invalidate the results); C (significant bias and
weaknesses that may invalidate the results). After the
quality grading, evidence tables were constructed with a
description and the quality assessment of each study.
Finally, for each evaluated outcome the grading of
evidence was based on summary tables and a four-class
grading: convincing (high), probable (moderate), sugges-
tive (low), and no conclusion (insufficient). The minimum
requirement for ‘suggestive’ was two studies showing an
association and no conflicting results. If some studies
showed a non-significant (neither positive nor negative)
association, it was decided that for ‘suggestive evidence’
the number of results showing an association was
required to be at least two times higher than those
showing no association.
Results
The included 1,483 abstracts were initially screened
for eligibility (Fig. 1). Of these, 371 were selected and
ordered as full-text papers, including narrative reviews.
The search in SweMed resulted in 113 abstracts, and none
of them were ordered as full-text papers.
The additional search resulted in 642 abstracts of
which 487 were excluded as being clearly ineligible, 86
were directed to the other expert groups, and 69 were
screened in pairs. Of these, 41 were ordered as full-text
papers. Thus, a total of 412 full-text papers were ordered.
After careful scrutiny, 64 papers were quality graded,
including 7 additional papers identified through reference
lists from the included papers and the narrative reviews.
The reasons for exclusion of the 355 full-text papers are
shown in Appendix B.
Dietary requirement based on N-balance studies
The studies used for the grading of evidence for protein
requirements based on N-balance studies are a meta-
analysis including 19 balance studies (3), a controlled
metabolic study of three 18-day periods (8), and a
controlled single blinded short-term study with high
versus usual protein (UP) intake (9), quality graded as
B, A, and B, respectively (see Appendix C, Table C1).
Rand et al.’s meta-analysis from 2003 (3) included 19
N-balance studies of eucaloric diets with at least three
test protein intakes. They found no significant differences
in requirements between adult age, sex, or source of
dietary protein, but they also stated that the data did not
provide sufficient power to detect possible differences.
The median-estimated protein requirement of good-
quality protein was 0.66 g per kg body weight (BW) per
day, and the estimated recommended dietary allowance
(RDA) was set to 0.83 g good-quality protein/kg BW per
day (97.5th percentile). Campbell et al. (8) tested young
versus old, and men versus women in a controlled
metabolic study with a low-protein (0.5 g/kg BW),
medium-protein (0.75 g/kg BW), and high-protein (HP)
(1 g/kg BW) diet. The N-balance was not different
between the four groups, and the estimated requirement
expressed per kg BW was not significantly different for
the young versus old or men versus women. Mean protein
requirement was lower for older women versus older men,
but when expressed per kg fat-free mass (FFM), there
was no significant difference. For all subjects combined,
the adequate protein allowance was estimated to be
0.8590.21 g/kg BW per day and not statistically different
from the estimate of 0.83 g/kg BW per day, as suggested
by Rand et al. (3).
A short-term study was also included because of
an HP intake in the test meal versus UP intake (9).
A systematic literature review
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Young men and women (UP: 1.04 g/kg BW and HP: 2.08
g/kg BW) versus old men and women (UP: 0.89 g/kg BW
and HP: 1.79 g/kg BW) were tested for 10 days on each
diet in a cross-over design. There was no age-related
difference in N-balance. Nevertheless, there was concern
about an HP diet corresponding to ca. 24 E% in the
elderly because of a potentially negative effect on the
kidney function expressed as a lack of increase in
glomerular filtration rate (GFR) from a reduced value
among the elderly.
In summary, the evidence is assessed as probable
regarding the estimated average requirement and the
subsequent RDA of 0.83 g good-quality protein/kg BW
per day (Table 1). The evidence of potential adverse
effects of an HP diet (ca. 24 E%) is regarded as
inconclusive (Table 1).
Protein intake and mortality
The evaluation of the association between protein intake
and mortality among healthy individuals is based on
seven prospective cohort studies with nine populations
included (1016), four papers quality graded as B (10,
1416), and three papers quality graded as C (1113)
(see Appendix C, Table C2). Such an association might be
expected as a result of a possible association between
protein intake and cancer or cardiovascular diseases,
as described in the following sections.
Fung et al. (10) used pooled data from the Nurses’
Health Study (NHS) and Health Professionals’ Follow-
up Study (HPFS) and, based on a food frequency
questionnaire (FFQ), they created a low-carbohydrate
(LC) score from deciles of the energy percentage (E%) of
fat, protein, and carbohydrate (CH). They also made an
5,718 (642) abstracts
1,483 (69) abstracts 
First screening
371 (41) full text papers.
Second screening
57 quality assessment
844 (86) to other expert groups*
3,391 (487) excluded as being
clearly not eligible 
1,112 (28) excluded as being
not eligible 
355 excluded after careful
reading (see list Appendix 2) 
7 additional papers
Quality grading A
3
Quality grading B
36  
Quality grading C
25 
Fig. 1. Flow chart of the systematic literature review process. Numbers in brackets are the additional search in 2011.
*Some of the abstracts are both sent to other groups and kept in the protein group.
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animal LC score (animal fat and animal protein) and a
vegetable LC score (vegetable fat and vegetable protein).
The range of intake of total protein was ca. 1523 E%.
They found that a high overall low-carbohydratehigh
protein (LCHP) score was associated with an increase in
all-cause mortality, and that a high LCHP score based on
animal protein and animal fat, was even more positively
associated with all-cause mortality, cardiovascular disease
mortality, and cancer mortality, while the LCHP score
based on vegetable protein and vegetable fat was asso-
ciated with lower all-cause mortality and cardiovascular
disease mortality. Thus, the health effects of LC diets may
depend on the sources of protein and fat. The authors
also emphasized that the presented LC scores were not
designed to mimic any particular versions of the LC diets
in the popular literature, and therefore the risk estimates
did not correspond with any versions of LC diets in the
population.
In the Prevention of Renal and Vascular ENd-stage
Disease (PREVEND) study (11), the focus was on
mortality, cardiovascular events, and renal outcomes.
The protein intake was calculated from two 24-h urinary
urea excretions and expressed as protein intake in g/kg
‘ideal’ BW, i.e. after correcting BW to a body mass index
(BMI) corresponding to 22. Thus, the level of protein
intake could not be assessed, because the correction
probably overestimated intakes, and because of no
correction for possible loss of urine in the collections.
They found quintiles of protein intake inversely asso-
ciated with all-cause mortality and non-cardiovascular
mortality.
In the Iowa Women’s Health Study (12), total, animal
and vegetable protein E% in quintiles from an FFQ were
isoenergetically substituted for CH. The range of intake
was from 14 E% in the lowest quintile to 22 E% in the
highest. No association between the intake of total
and animal protein, respectively, and mortality (all-cause,
coronary disease mortality and cancer mortality) was
observed in the multivariate models. Vegetable protein
was inversely associated with coronary disease mortality,
and substituting vegetable protein for animal protein was
also inversely associated with coronary disease mortality.
The Swedish Women’s Lifestyle and Health cohort
study (13) used energy-adjusted increasing protein and
decreasing CH intake in deciles, and a combination of
them in an LCHP score. The range of protein intake in
deciles was from 10 to 23 E%. Increasing protein intake
was associated with increased risk of cardiovascular
disease mortality, and the combination score was even
more predictive. The combination score was also posi-
tively related to increased risk of all-cause mortality. The
associations were more pronounced for cardiovascular
mortality in women aged 4049 years at baseline com-
pared to women aged 3039 years at baseline. The dietary
assessment was based on an FFQ and the mean energyT
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intake of ca. 6.4 MJ indicated under-reporting. The
authors emphasized that the presented LCHP score did
not address the potential short-term effects of LCHP
diets in the control of BW or insulin resistance, but they
did draw attention to the potential long-term adverse
health effects of a diet generally low in CHs and high in
protein, especially with respect to cardiovascular health.
Based on FFQ, The Health Professionals’ Follow-Up
Study examined quintiles of protein E% (total, animal,
and vegetable) substituted for an isocaloric amount of
CHs and the association with fatal and non-fatal
ischemic heart disease (IHD). An inverse relationship
of vegetable protein to fatal IHD was found (14).
Prentice et al. (15) pooled two cohorts from the
Women’s Health Initiative, and from FFQ they used
‘biomarker calibrated’ protein intake in gram per day and
protein E%. They found protein E% inversely related
to coronary heart disease mortality, while the relation to
protein intake in gram per day was non-significant.
In the Greek cohort of the European Prospective
Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) study,
Trichopoulou et al. (16) evaluated the association be-
tween mortality and a habitual LCHP diet expressed as
a score based on deciles of energy-adjusted intake. The
range of intake of total protein was ca. 1020 E%. The
LCHP score was positively related to all-cause mortality,
and expressed as a 2-unit increase, also positively related
to cardiovascular deaths. The dietary assessment was
based on an FFQ and under-reporting was particularly
present among women. The authors emphasized that the
data evaluated the health consequences of long-term
habitual dietary intakes and should not be interpreted as
indicating that short-term use of LCHP diets is detri-
mental to health.
For mortality, the relationship between protein intake
per se and all-cause mortality is regarded as inconclusive,
while the evidence is assessed as suggestive regarding
an increased risk of all-cause mortality in relation to
an LCHP diet with total protein intake of at least 2023
E% in three studies, including four prospective cohorts
(Table 2).
For cardiovascular mortality, the evidence is assessed
as suggestive for an inverse relation to vegetable protein
intake based on three studies with four prospective
cohorts (Table 2).
Regarding protein intake and the sources of protein
(animal versus vegetable) and the relation to cancer
deaths, the evidence is assessed as inconclusive (Table 2).
Protein intake and cancer
The evaluation of the association between protein intake
and breast cancer is based on one prospective cohort
study (17) and two nested case-control studies (18, 19),
quality graded as C, B, and C, respectively (see Appendix
C, Table C3). A possible association with cancer could be
explained by an increased production of growth factors,
such as insulin-like growth factor I (19) and/or the
formation and absorption of carcinogens produced dur-
ing cooking or processing of meat (17).
In the Nurses’ Health Study (17), there were no
statistically significant associations between breast cancer
and total, animal or vegetable protein intake, based on
FFQ. In a nested case-control study by Sala et al. (18),
the odds ratio of having a high-risk mammographic
parenchymal pattern in the highest tertile of total protein
intake, based on 7-day diaries, was twice that of women
in the lowest tertile, while an Italian nested case-control
study (19) found no relationship between breast cancer
and total, animal or vegetable protein, based on FFQ,
but with no information about the total energy intake.
Thus, the evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding
the relation of protein intake to risk of breast cancer
(Table 3).
The evaluation of the association between protein
intake and colorectal cancer is based on one meta-analysis
(20) and three case-control studies (2123), quality graded
as C, B, B, and C, respectively (see Appendix C, Table C4).
A possible association between the protein intake and
colorectal cancer is most commonly explained by a pro-
duction of carcinogens arising either from cooking or from
preservation of meat products (22).
In the meta-analysis (20), the main focus was on fat, and
not protein, in relation to cancer. Some of the included
studies regarding protein intake were not relevant in a
Nordic setting, and only a few studies included animal
protein, while most studies included foods (meat). They
found no significant association between animal protein
and colorectal cancer. Two of the case-control studies
used colorectal adenomas (as precursors for colorectal
cancer) as the outcome and used hospital controls as
well as healthy controls. None of them found a statisti-
cally significant relation to total protein intake (21, 22) or
animal protein intake (21). The third case-control study
found no statistically significant association between
colorectal cancer and total protein intake (23).
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein intake to risk of colorectal cancer
(Table 3).
The following associations between protein and cancer
diseases are based on just one study (see Appendix C,
Table C5) and thus regarded as inconclusive (Table 3). All
of the studies used FFQ.
The evaluation of the association between protein
intake and laryngeal cancer is based on an Italian case-
control study with hospital controls, quality graded as C
(24). They found a statistically significant increased risk
for total and animal protein intake and a slightly reduced
risk with increased vegetable protein intake.
The evaluation of the association between protein
intake and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma is based on a US
Agnes N. Pedersen et al.
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Table 2. Summary table mortality
Outcome
Number of participants
(age)
Association of protein/effect (in RCT)
Rating
A
B
Strength of evidence:
Convincing, probable,
Suggestive, no
Exposure/Intervention variable Study Men (M), Women (W) Total Animal Vegetable A/V ratio C conclusion
Low-carbohydrate (LC) score,
animal-based or vegetable-based
Continuous values and quintiles of
estimated baseline protein intake in
g/kg body ‘ideal’ weight (BW)
(after correcting the BMI to 22)
Protein E% in quintiles
Energy-adjusted:
1) increasing protein in
deciles (and decreasing CH intake),
2) and a combination (LCHP score)
A low carbohydrate  high protein score (LCHP)
using deciles of energy-adjusted intake
All-cause
mortality
All-cause
mortality
All-cause
mortality
All-cause
mortality
All-cause
mortality
Pooled analysis of two cohorts (10):
Nurses’ Health Study
Health Professionals Study
Cohort (11)
Cohort (12)
Cohort (13)
Cohort (16)
85,168 (3459 years) W
44,548 (4075 years) M
5,778 (mean 50 years)
M and W
29,017 (5569 years) W
42,237 (3049 years) W
28,572 (2086 years)
M and W
POS
INVERSE
NS
NS
POS
POS
POS
NA
NS
NA
NA
NA
INVERSE
NA
NS
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NS*
NA
NA
NA
B
C
C
B
B
No conclusion for
total protein intake
Suggestive for an LCHP diet
Low-carbohydrate (LC) score,
animal based or vegetable based
Protein E% in quintiles
Energy-adjusted:
1) increasing protein in deciles (and
decreasing carbohydrate intake),
2) and a combination (LCHP score)
A low carbohydrate  high protein score
(LCHP) using deciles of energy adjusted
intake
Quintiles of energy percentage (E%)
protein (total, animal and vegetable),
substitution of protein for an isocaloric
amount of carbohydrate (CH)
Cardiovascular
mortality
Cardiovascular
mortality
Cardiovascular
mortality
Cardiovascular
mortality
Fatal IHD
Pooled analysis of two cohorts (10):
Nurses’ Health Study
Health professionals Study
Iowa Women’s Health Study (12)
The Women’s Lifestyle and Health
Cohort (13)
The Greek cohort of EPIC (16)
Health Professionals Follow-Up
Study (14)
85,168 (3459 years) W
44,548 (4075 years) M
29,017 (5569 years) W
42,237 (3049 years) W
22,944 (2086 years)
M and W
43,960 (4075 years) M
NS
NS
POS
POS
POS
NS
POS
NS
NA
NA
NA
NS
INVERSE
INVERSE
NA
NA
NA
INVERSE
NA
INVERSE*
NA
NA
NA
NA
B
C
C
B
B
Suggestive for vegetable
protein including an LCHP
diet based on vegetable
protein
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Table 2 (Continued)
Outcome
Number of participants
(age)
Association of protein/effect (in RCT)
Rating
A
B
Strength of evidence:
Convincing, probable,
Suggestive, no
Exposure/Intervention variable Study Men (M), Women (W) Total Animal Vegetable A/V ratio C conclusion
Biomarker ‘‘Calibrated’’:
1) Protein in gram per day
2) and protein E%
Cardiovascular
mortality
Two cohorts from the
Women’s Health Initiative (15)
80,370 W
NS
INVERSE
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
B
Low-carbohydrate (LC) score, animal based
or vegetable based
Protein E% in quintiles
Energy-adjusted:
1) increasing protein in
deciles (and decreasing CH intake),
2) and a combination (LCHP score)
LCHP score using deciles of
energy adjusted intake
Cancer
mortality
Cancer
mortality
Cancer
mortality
Cancer
mortality
Pooled analysis of two cohorts (10):
Nurses’ Health Study
Health Professionals Study
Iowa Women’s Health Study (12)
The Women’s Lifestyle and Health
Cohort (13)
The Greek cohort of EPIC (16)
85,168 (3459 years) W
44,548 (4075 years) M
29,017 (5569 years) W
42,237 (3049 years) W
22,944 (2086 years)
M and W
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
POS
NS
NA
NA
NA
NS
NS
NA
NA
NA
NA
NS*
NA
NA
NA
B
C
C
B
No conclusion
*vegetable protein substituted isoenergetically for amount of animal protein.
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Table 3. Summary table cancer
No. of participants (age)
Association of protein/effect ( in RCT)
Rating
A
B
Strength of evidence:
Convincing, probable,
Exposure/Intervention Outcome variable Study Men (M), Women (W) Total Animal Vegetable C Suggestive, no conclusion
Quartiles of energy percentage (E%)
of total, animal, and vegetable
protein
Total protein in g per day in
tertiles
Energy adjusted intake in tertiles of
total, animal and vegetable
protein
Breast cancer
Mammographic
parenchymal patterns
Breast cancer
Nurses’ Health Study (17)
EPIC-Norfolk and the
National Health Service
Regional Breast Screening
Programme for Norwich (18)
ORDET Cohort (19)
88,647 (mean 46.7 years)
W
203 cases
203 controls
56 cases
214 controls
NS
POS
NS
NS
NA
NS
NS
NA
NS
C
B
C
No conclusion
Animal protein in gram per day
Total and animal protein in
gram per day
Quintiles of total protein intake in
gram per day
Energy adjusted total protein intake
in tertiles
Colorectal cancer
Colorectal adenomas
(high malign potential)
Colorectal adenomas
(high malign potential)
Colon cancer
Meta-analysis of 3 cohort
studies and 3 case-control
studies (20)
Case-control study (21)
Case-control study (22)
Case-control study (23)
1,070 cases and app.
1.5 million person years
87 cases
35 hospital controls
35 healthy controls
182 cases
178 hospital controls
182 healthy controls
286 cases
550 controls
NA
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
C
B
C
C
No conclusion
Energy adjusted intake in quintiles
of total, animal and vegetable
protein in gram per day
Laryngeal cancer Case-control study (24) 527 cases
1,297 controls
POS POS INVERSE C No conclusion
Energy adjusted intake in quartiles
of total, animal and vegetable
protein in gram per day
Non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma
Case-control study (25) 601 cases
717 controls
NS POS NS C No conclusion
Energy adjusted intake in quartiles
of total, animal and vegetable
protein in gram per day
Esophageal and gastric
cancer
Case-control study (26) 537 target cases
558 comparison case
groups
687 controls
POS POS INVERSE B No conclusion
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case-control study with population-based controls, qua-
lity graded as C (25). They found a statistically significant
increased risk with increasing animal protein intake and a
reduced risk with increased vegetable protein intake.
The evaluation of the association between protein
intake and esophageal and gastric cancer is based on a
US case-control study with population-based controls,
quality graded as B (26). They found a statistically
significant increased risk with increased intake of total
and animal protein and a reduced risk with increased
vegetable protein intake.
The evaluation of the association between protein
intake and ovarian cancer is based on a Canadian case-
control study with population-based controls, quality
graded as B (27). They found no statistically significant
association with total protein intake.
The evaluation of the association between protein
intake and pancreatic cancer is based on an Italian
case-control study with hospital controls, quality graded
as C (28). They found a statistically significant increased
risk related to animal protein intake, but no statistically
significant associations with total and vegetable protein
intake.
The evaluation of the association between protein
intake and prostate cancer is based on a Canadian case-
control study with population-based controls, quality
graded as B (29). They found no statistically significant
association with total protein intake.
The evaluation of the association between protein
intake and renal cell cancer risk is based on a pooled
analysis of 13 prospective cohort studies (30), quality
assessed as B. They found no statistically significant
associations with the E% of total, animal or vegetable
protein in quintiles. The intake level of the quintiles was
not reported, thus the intake cannot be assessed.
Protein intake and cardiovascular disease
The evaluation of the association between protein intake
and coronary heart disease is based on four prospective
cohort studies (11, 14, 15, 31), quality graded as C, B, B,
and B, respectively (see Appendix 3, Table C6). It has
been suggested that the possible association between
cardiovascular disease and protein intake is caused by the
effect of protein intake on BP, plasma LDL, and weight
maintenance (14).
In the PREVEND study (11), the focus was on
mortality, cardiovascular events, and renal outcomes.
As mentioned earlier, the protein intake was calculated
from two 24-h urinary urea excretions and expressed as
protein intake in g/kg ‘ideal’ BW, i.e. after correcting BW
to a BMI corresponding to 22. Thus, the level of protein
intake could not be assessed, because the correction
probably overestimated intakes, and because of no
correction for possible loss of urine in the collections.
They reported a statistically significant (non-linear)T
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Table 4. Summary cardiovascular disease
Number of participants
(age)
Association of protein/effect ( in RCT)
Rating
A
B
Strength of evidence:
Convincing, probable,
Suggestive, no
Exposure/Intervention Outcome variable Study Men (M), Women (W) Total Animal Vegetable C conclusion
Low-carbohydrate (CH) score (low CH and
high fat and high protein diet) based on
energy percentages (E%)
Also protein E% (total, animal and
vegetable) in a separate analysis
Quintiles of E% protein (total, animal and
vegetable), substituted for an isocaloric
amount of carbohydrate (CH)
‘‘Calibrated’’ Protein intake and protein E%
Fatal and non-fatal
coronary heart disease
Ischemic heart disease
Coronary heart disease
(AMI)
Cohort (31)
Cohort (14)
In a subgroup
of ‘‘healthy’’ men
Cohort (15)
82,802 W
43,960 M
80,370 W
NS
NS
NS
POS
INVERSE
NS*
NS
NS
POS
NA
INVERSE**
NS
NS
NS
NA
B
B
B
No conclusion
Quintiles of energy adjusted total, animal
and vegetable protein in gram per day
Quintiles of E% protein (total, animal
and vegetable), substituted for
an isocaloric amount of carbohydrate
(CH)
Total strokes
Intraparenchymal
hemorrhages
Fatal and non-fatal
strokes
Cohort (32)
Cohort (33)
85,764 W
43,960 M
NS
NS
NS
NS
INVERSE
NS
NS
NS
NS
C
B
B
No conclusion
A diet with 15 E% protein vs. 25 E% protein,
and the 10 E% protein replaced with
carbohydrate
Quintiles of energy percentage (E%) of total,
animal and vegetable protein
E% of total, animal and vegetable protein
Energy percentage (E%) or gram per day of
total, protein intake
Intake of soya protein in gram per day
Blood pressure
Hypertension
Blood pressure
Systolic and diastolic
blood pressure
Systolic and
diastolic blood
pressure
Randomized cross-over
feeding study (34)
Cohort (35)
Cohort (36)
Meta-analysis (37)
Meta-analysis (38)
164 M and W
5,880 M and W
1,714 M
19,954 M
950 W
12,508 M and W
1,608 M and W
NS***
NS
NS
NEG
NA
NA
NS
NS
NA
NA
NA
INVERSE
INVERSE
NA
INVERSE
B
B
B
C
B
No conclusion for
total and animal protein
Suggestive for
vegetable protein
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relationship between protein intake, as a continuous
variable, and cardiovascular events, based on a Cox
regression analysis corrected for confounding variables.
However, we could not reproduce the reported statistical
significance of the association between protein intake in
quintiles and cardiovascular events according to their
Table 2, and we have therefore chosen not to include
this association in our table and conclusion.
Based on FFQ, The Health Professionals Follow-Up
Study (14) examined quintiles of protein E% (total,
animal, and vegetable) substituted for an isocaloric
amount of CHs and the association with fatal and non-
fatal IHD. The lowest quintile of total protein was 14.6
E% and the highest quintile 22.5 E% substituted for
CH. They found no association between protein E%
and risk of total IHD (non-fatal and fatal), but a
higher intake of total and animal protein E% was
associated with increased risk of IHD in a subgroup of
‘healthy’ men (without baseline hypertension, diabetes,
and hypercholesterolemia).
Based on FFQ, the Nurses’ Health Study (31) used a
low-CH score (low CH and high fat and HP diet) from
energy percentages, and they also separated protein
and fat into animal- and vegetable-based sources. They
found an inverse relation to coronary heart disease
when the score was based on vegetable sources. In se-
parate analyses of each macronutrient, no statistically
significant associations were found between total, animal,
or vegetable protein and coronary heart disease.
Two cohorts from the Women’s Health Initiative study
were pooled in the analysis by Prentice et al. (15), where
they used ‘Biomarker Calibrated’ protein intake and
protein E%. They found that protein E% was associated
with an increased risk of coronary heart disease.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relationship between protein intake and risk of coronary
heart disease (Table 4).
The evaluation of the association between protein
intake and fatal/non-fatal strokes is based on two
prospective cohort studies (32, 33), quality graded as C
and B, respectively (see Appendix C, Table C7).
In the Nurses’ Health Study (32), they used quintiles of
energy-adjusted total, animal, and vegetable protein in
gram per day based on FFQ, and found no relation to
strokes. However, in the subgroup with intraparenchymal
hemorrhages, the risk was inversely associated with
animal protein.
Based on FFQ, the Health Professionals’ Follow-Up
Study (33) examined quintiles of protein E% (total,
animal, and vegetable) substituted for an isocaloric
amount of CHs and the association with fatal and non-
fatal strokes. The lowest quintile of total protein was 14.6
E% and the highest quintile 22.5 E% substituted for CHs.
They found no association between protein E% from anyT
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source of protein substituted for CH and risk of total
strokes (non-fatal and fatal).
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein intake to risk of stroke (Table 4).
The association between protein intake and BP is based
on one feeding study (34), quality graded as B, two
prospective cohort studies (35, 36), both quality graded
as B, and two meta-analyses (37, 38), quality graded as C
and B, respectively (see Appendix C, Table C8).
The OmniHeart randomized trial compared the
effect of healthy diets with partial substitution of CHs
with either protein (about half from vegetable sources)
or monounsaturated fat in adults with pre-hypertension
or hypertension stage 1 (34). In a subgroup analysis
of the 40% Caucasians, there was a statistically non-
significant inverse association between the protein diet
partially substituted for CHs. In a subgroup analysis
of pre-hypertensive participants, the protein diet lowered
BP significantly, but the analysis was not controlled for
race (only 40% Caucasians) and BW (only 21% were
not overweight or obese), and thus not comparable to a
healthy Nordic population.
The Spanish SUN cohort of university graduates (35)
found an inverse relationship between risk of hyperten-
sion and vegetable protein intake expressed in quintiles of
energy-adjusted gram per day based on a Spanish version
of FFQ. The Chicago Western Electric Study (36) used
the dietary history method, and also found an inverse
relationship between BP change and vegetable protein
intake expressed in E%, but they did not control for
potassium and fiber, and thus it is difficult to separate the
influence of vegetable protein per se.
Liu et al.’s meta-analysis from 2002 (37) included nine
cross-sectional studies and two prospective cohort studies
(one study with adults and one with children). They found
an inverse association between dietary protein intake and
BP in men and women, and the association was dependent
on the dietary assessment method. Evidence from the
longitudinal studies was limited. A recent meta-analysis
from 2011 (38) of 25 randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
analyzed the effect of soya protein versus control on BP.
Soya protein intake ranged between 18 and 66 g/day with
a median of 30 g/day. The analysis found that soya protein
reduced BP, and that the difference to the control groups
was more pronounced in hypertensive groups, in trials
using CH as the control diet versus casein/milk in the
control diet, in parallel design, and with intervention
duration of at least 12 weeks.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of total and animal protein intake to BP, but it
is assessed as suggestive regarding the inverse relation of
vegetable protein to BP (Table 4).
The evaluation of the effect of protein on serum
lipoprotein risk factors for coronary heart disease is based
on two meta-analyses of RCTs with soya protein (39, 40),
quality graded as B and A, respectively (see Appendix C,
Table C9).
The meta-analysis from 2008 (39) of 30 RCTs covered
the period 19952007. They concluded that ‘the inclusion
of modest amounts of soya protein (ca. 25 g) into the diet
of adults with normal or mild hypercholesterolemia
resulted in a small, highly significant reduction in total
and LDL cholesterol equivalent to ca. 6% LDL reduc-
tion’. The most recent meta-analysis of 43 RCTs also
included the impact of study design (40). They found that
parallel studies scored higher in study quality than cross-
over studies, and that the parallel RCTs were associated
with significantly greater improvements in LDL values.
A sub-analysis also showed that studies with highest
baseline LDL had greater reductions than studies with
the lowest values. Thus, the effect may be smaller in
normocholesterolemic subjects. Overall, they found that
1530 g soya protein (12 servings per day) had a positive
impact on LDL cholesterol.
The evidence is assessed as probable to convincing
regarding the effect of soya protein on LDL cholesterol
(Table 4).
Bone health
The evaluation of the association between protein and
bone health is based on five prospective cohort studies,
two randomized controlled studies, and two systematic
reviews and meta-analysis (see Appendix C, Table C10).
Such an association could be explained by the effect of
protein-associated acid load or effect of protein intake on
calcium retention and/or increases in insulin-like growth
factor I (47, 49).
Three cohort studies (4143), all quality graded as C,
and a systematic review and meta-analysis (44), quality
graded as B, were identified based on the association
between protein and BMD or bone loss. The cohort
studies included young women, postmenopausal women,
and older men and women. In the cohort study of young
women (41), the main focus was on contraceptive use in
relation to BMD, while the relation to protein intake was
a secondary analysis. Based on FFQ, they found no
longitudinal effect of total, animal, and vegetable protein
E% on changes in BMD. In the cohort of postmenopau-
sal women (42), they found higher bone loss related to a
higher animal/vegetable (A/V) protein ratio and also no
relation to total protein intake after 7 years follow-up.
The women had a median protein intake of 17 E%, but
the intake data were weakened by a very low reported
energy intake (mean ca. 5 MJ), estimated from FFQ.
Among older men and women in the Framingham
Osteoporosis Study (43), a lower E% of total and animal
protein was associated with a higher bone loss after
4 years, and the highest quartile of total protein intake
(1.22.8 g/kg BW) was associated with lower bone loss.
They used an FFQ, and there was no information about
A systematic literature review
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Table 5. Summary bone health
Number of participants (age)
Association of protein/effect (in RCT)
Rating
A
B
Strength of evidence
(strong, medium, low)
Suggestive
Exposure/Intervention Outcome variable Study Men (M), Women (W) Total Animal Vegetable A/V ratio C No conclusion
Protein E% in tertiles
Protein E% in tertiles and A/V ratio
Total protein intake (g/kg BW) and
protein E% in quartiles
Total protein intake in g/day or
g/kg BW
Bone loss
Bone loss
Bone loss
Bone loss
BMD
Cohort (41)
Cohort (42)
Cohort (43)
Review and
meta-analysis (44):
Cohort
RC trials
560 (1440 years) W
1,035 (65 years) W
615 (6997 years) M and W
NS
NS
INVERSE
INVERSE
NS
POS
NS
NA
INVERSE
INVERSE
NS
NA
NA
NA
NA
POS
NA
NA
C
C
C
B
No conclusion
Protein (g/kg BW)
Energy adjusted per 1,000 kcal of total,
animal, and vegetable protein in
tertiles:
Low calcium
High calcium
Protein (g/day) in tertiles for total,
animal and vegetable
Low calcium
High calcium
Protein E% in tertiles and A/V ratio
Total protein intake in g/day or
g/kg BW
Fracture
Fracture
Fracture
Fracture
Cohort (45)
Cohort (46)
Cohort (42)
Review and
meta-analysis (44):
RC trials
36,217 (4065 years) W
3,656 (mean 55 years)
M and W
1,035 ( 65 years) W
NS
POS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NA
POS
NS
NA
POS
INVERSE
POS
NA
INVERSE
NS
NA
NS
NS
NS
NA
NA
NA
NA
NS
NS
POS
B
B
C
B
No conclusion
Dietary acid load (including protein) Osteoporosis Review and
meta-analysis (47)
NS C No conclusion
High and usual protein intake
combined with high and
low sodium diet
High and low protein intake
combined with high and
low calcium diet
Calcium- and bone
metabolism
Calcium- and bone
metabolism
Randomized
cross-over trial
(48)
Randomized
cross-over trial
(49)
24 (5067 years) W
27 (5069 years) W
High protein-high sodium: increased calcium loss
lead to increased bone resorption. Cannot
separate protein and sodium effects
POS interaction (high protein increased calcium
retention when calcium intake was low)
B
A
No conclusion
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the total energy intake. The systematic review and meta-
analysis (44) concluded that the overall impression was a
small benefit of protein on bone health based on cross-
sectional and supplemental studies. The analysis was
weakened by limited information about the quality of the
dietary assessment methods.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein intake to bone loss (Table 5).
Three prospective cohort studies (42, 45, 46), quality
graded as B, B, and C, respectively, and a systematic
review and meta-analysis (44) quality graded as B, were
identified based on the association between protein and
risk of fractures (see Appendix C, Table C10).
Based on a validated FFQ, a French study of
postmenopausal women with a habitual HP intake (45),
there was no overall association between fracture risk and
total protein intake. In the presence of low calcium intake
(B400 mg/1,000 kcal), there was an increased risk of
fractures related to energy-adjusted total and animal
protein as well as gram per kg BW, while energy-adjusted
vegetable protein was associated with a decreased fracture
risk. In the Framingham Offspring Study of men and
women (46), there was no overall association between
fracture risk and total protein intake based on FFQ.
Animal protein intake was associated with an increased
fracture risk provided a low (B800 mg) calcium intake
and a decreased risk of fractures provided a high (800
mg) calcium intake. The Study of Osteoporotic Fractures
in postmenopausal women (42) found increased risk of
hip fractures related to high animal protein intake and
high A/V ratio estimated from FFQ. When the model was
adjusted for BMD, the relation of A/V ratio to fracture
risk became non-significant. The systematic review and
meta-analysis (44) found no relationship between protein
intake and risk of fractures, neither in the cohort studies
nor in the supplemental studies.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein intake to risk of fractures (Table 5).
A systematic review and meta-analysis assessed the
relation of dietary acid load to bone health (47), quality
graded as C because of the lack of information about
dietary intake methods or intervention (see Appendix C,
Table C10). The analysis did not support the hypothesis
that ‘acid’ from the diet causes osteoporosis or that an
‘alkaline’diet prevents osteoporosis. The systematic review
also indicated that higher protein intake and animal pro-
tein were not detrimental to calcium retention. The ideal
protein intake for bone health could not be determined.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein intake (acid load) to the risk of
osteoporosis or calcium retention (Table 5).
Two intervention trials including postmenopausal
women (48, 49), quality graded as B and A, respectively,
were identified for the association between protein and
calcium and bone metabolism (see Appendix C, Table
C10). Harrington et al. (48) used a high-sodiumhigh-
protein diet versus a low-sodiumUP diet in a rando-
mized cross-over trial. Thus, it was difficult to separate
the effect of protein per se. Nevertheless, they found that
a high-sodium HP diet led to increased urinary calcium
loss and increased bone resorption. In a high-quality
feeding trial by Hunt et al. (49), high- (20 E%) or low- (10
E%) protein intake was combined with high- (1,510 mg)
and low-calcium (675 mg) intake in a randomized four
interventions’ cross-over design. They found that the
combination of HP and low-calcium diet increased
calcium retention, and it also resulted in an increase in
IGF-1, an anabolic peptide hormone stimulating bone
formation.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein intake to an overall effect on calcium
and bone metabolism at normal intakes of sodium and
calcium.
Energy intake
The evaluation of the association between protein and
energy intake is based on one prospective cohort study
Table 6. Summary energy intake
Exposure/ Outcome
Number of
participants (age)
Association of protein/effect
(in RCT)
Rating
A
B
Strength of evidence:
Convincing, probable,
Intervention variable Study Men (M), women (W) Total Animal Vegetable C Suggestive, no conclusion
Total protein intake
(E%)
Addition of app. 27 g
protein per day
High protein-low
fat diet:
15 E% protein vs.
30 E%
Energy intake
Energy intake
Energy intake
Cohort (50)
RCT (51)
Controlled
trial (52)
168 M
182 W
12 M
19 M and W
INVERSE
NS
INVERSE
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
B
B
B
No conclusion
A systematic literature review
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Table 7. Summary body weight and body composition
Number of
participants
(age) Men (M),
Association of protein/effect (in RCT)
Rating
A
B
Strength of evidence:
Convincing, probable,
Exposure/Intervention Outcome variable Study Women (W) Total Animal Vegetable C Suggestive, no conclusion
Frequency of protein consumption
(per day/per week)
Quartiles E% of animal and vegetable
protein intake
High protein diet (HP): 1.9 g/kg BW
(22 E%) vs.
Normal diet (NP):B1.3 g/kg BW
(15 E%) in 6 months
BMI
BMI: risk of
overweight
obesity
BMI
Cohort (53)
Cohort (54)
Randomized
controlled trial (59)
116 (1831
years) M and W
1,730 (4055
years) M
15 (1836 years)
M
NS
NA
NA
NS
NA
POS
POS
NA
NA
NS
INVERSE
NA
C
C
C
No conclusion
High protein diet (HP): 1.9 g/kg BW
(22 E%) vs.
Normal diet (NP):B1.3 g/kg BW
(15 E%) in 6 months
Total, animal and vegetable protein in
kcal/day and per 150 kcal/day
increments (equal 37.5 g protein)
Protein E%
Protein intake in servings/day
15 E% protein vs. 30 E%
Body weight change
Change in body weight in
gram per year
5-yr change in body weight
Weight gain of ]10 lb, yes
or no
Body weight change
Randomized controlled trial
(59)
6 cohorts (56)
Cohort (57)
Cohort (58)
Controlled trial (52)
15 (1836 years)
M
89,432 M and W
1,762 M and W
336 W
19 M and W
INVERSE
POS
NS
NS
INVERSE
NA
POS
NA
NA
NA
NA
NS
NA
NA
NA
C
B
B
C
B
No conclusion
E% of total, animal. and vegetable
protein
Total, animal and vegetable protein in
kcal/day and per 150 kcal/day
increments (equal 37.5 g protein)
5-y change in waist
circumference
6.5-y-change in waist
circumference
Cohort (55)
Cohort (56)
42,969 M and W
89,432 M and W
INVERSE
NS
INVERSE
NS
NS
NS
B
B
No conclusion
High protein diet (HP): 1.9 g/kg BW
(22 E%) vs.
Normal diet (NP):B1.3 g/kg BW
(15 E%) in 6 months
Body composition:
FFM (kg)
FM (kg)
Randomized controlled trial
(59)
15 (1836 years)
M
NS
NS
NA
NA
NA
NA
C No conclusion
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(50) and two intervention studies (51, 52), all quality
graded as B (see Appendix C, Table C11). Such an
association could be explained by a satiating effect of
protein (51).
In the Amsterdam Growth and Health Longitudinal
Study (50), 350 men and women were studied at the ages
of 13, 32, and 36 years by the use of a dietary history
method. During the 23-year follow-up, there was a
decrease in energy intake of 125 kJ for men and 152 kJ
for women for every increase in protein E% intake. The
association between protein and energy intake was about
three times stronger than the association between fat and
energy intake. In this paper, the energy intake was only
reported at the age of 36. Rumpler et al. (51) measured
energy intake in 12 men during ad libitum food intake of
two out of three treatments in two 8-week periods: drinks,
based on foods providing 2.1 MJ, were included in a high-
CH, high-fat, or HP diet. The HP diet included an
additional 27 g protein/day. After the 8-week periods,
there was no change in the energy intake for any of the
macronutrients. In the discussion, the authors mentioned
the possibility that the addition of 27 gram protein might
have been insufficient to induce a change in the energy
intake. In a strictly controlled intervention study of 19
weight-stable men and women (52), a weight-maintaining
diet with 15 E% protein for 2 weeks was compared to a
weight-stable diet with 30 E% protein in 2 weeks followed
by an ad libitum diet for 12 weeks with 30 E% protein.
The CH content of the diets was kept constant and thus,
the fat content varied considerably, from 20 to 35 E%.
The energy intake was unchanged during the weight-
maintaining and weight-stable periods, but decreased
during the 12-week ad libitum HP diet resulting in a
significant weight loss of 4.990.5 kg. Since they tested
an HP-low-fat diet, it was difficult to separate the effect
of protein per se.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein to change in energy intake (Table 6).
BW control and body composition
Overall, the evaluation of the association between protein
and BW and body composition is based on seven
prospective cohort studies (50, 5358), quality graded
as C, C, B, B, B, B, and C, and two intervention studies
(52, 59), quality graded as C and B, respectively (see
Appendix C, Table C12). Such an association could be
explained by a protein-induced increased thermogenesis
and satiety (56).
Regarding the evidence of a relationship between
protein intake and changes in BMI, two of the cohort
studies and one controlled trial were used. In college
students (53), a very simple frequency question about
protein consumption per day was not associated with a 1-
year change in BMI. Based on the dietary history
method, the Chicago Western Electric Study (54) found
that quartiles of animal E% protein intake was positively
related to risk of overweight (BMI]25) and obesity
(BMI]30), while vegetable protein was inversely related
to obesity among men aged 4055 years at baseline. In
an RCT, 15 physically active men were prescribed an
HP diet: 1.9 g/kg BW (22 E%) versus a normal diet (NP):
B1.3 g/kg BW (15 E%) in 6 months (59). The main focus
and power calculation were on vascular reactivity, but
they also measured BMI and body composition and
found no statistically significant effect on association
with BMI despite a significant decrease in BW of
2 kg in HP (3.5% of baseline BW) versus 0.7 kg in the
NP group (1% of baseline BW).
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein intake to change in BMI (Table 7).
Regarding the evidence of a relationship between
protein intake and changes in BW, three prospective
cohort studies and two controlled trials are used.
Halkjaer et al. (56) used country-specific FFQs from
89,432 men and women from six EPIC cohorts that were
also included in the Diogenes project. After 6.5 years,
they found weight gain to be significantly positively
associated with total and animal protein intake. In
the Danish Glostrup Population Studies and MONICA1
(57), the focus was on the energy density and fiber in
relation to 5-year BW changes in adult men and women,
but they also found a statistically non-significant positive
association with the protein E%, assessed via weighed
7-day food records. Among US women consisting of
51% Caucasians, Sammel et al. (58) used a very simple
FFQ with protein intake as ‘servings per day’. They
found no statistically significant association with 4-year
BW gain of ]5 kg. In Ferrara et al.’s small RCT (59), 15
physically active men were prescribed an HP diet: 1.9 g/kg
BW (22 E%) versus a normal diet (NP): B1.3 g /kg BW
(15 E%). After 6 months, they found a significant
decrease in BW of 2 kg in HP (3.5% of baseline BW)
versus 0.7 kg in the NP group (1% of baseline BW).
In another small but strictly controlled intervention study
in 19 weight-stable men and women (52), the participants
were on a weight-maintaining diet (15 E% protein, 35 E%
fat, 50 E% CH) for 2 weeks, an isocaloric diet (30 E%
protein, 20 E% fat, 50 E% CH) for 2 weeks and then an
ad libitum diet (30 E% protein, 20 E% fat, 50 E% CH) for
12 weeks. During the ad libitum diet, the BW loss was
4.990.5 kg.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein intake to change in BW (Table 7).
Regarding the evaluation of the evidence of an
association between protein intake and changes in waist
circumference (WC), two prospective cohort studies are
included. In the Danish Diet, Cancer and Health Study
(55), where they used a validated FFQ designed for the
study, the 5-year change in WC was inversely associated
with E% of total and animal protein intake, while the
A systematic literature review
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Table 8. Summary renal function and kidney stones
Outcome Number of participants (age)
Association of protein/effect (in RCT)
Rating
A
B
Strength of evidence:
Convincing, probable,
Suggestive,
Exposure/Intervention variable Study Men (M), Women (W) Total Animal Vegetable C no conclusion
Experimental normal (1.2 g/kg per day) or
high protein intake (2.4 g/kg per day)
GFR RC
cross-over
intervention
study (61)
24 men, average age
24 years
POS POS NA B No conclusion
Experimental normal (1: g/kg per day) or
high protein intake (: 2 g/kg per day) in
young and elderly.
GFR Balance study
(9)
10 young (24 years),
10 elderly (70 years), 5
women in each group
POS (young)
NS (elderly)
NA NA B
Quintiles of estimated protein intake
(24-h N)
eGFR Cohort(11) 6,000 with 24 h urinary
albumin ]10 mg/L.
2,592 with 24 h urinary
albuminB10 mg/L Average
age: 50.
NS NA NA C
Protein intake (FFQ) in gram per day
and in quintiles
eGFR Cohort (60) 1,624 W NS
INVERSE in
women with mild
kidney insufficiency
at baseline
NA NA C
Experimental normal (1.2 g/kg per day) or
high protein intake (2.4 g/kg per day)
Microalbuminuria Experimental
study (61)
24 men, average age:
24 years
POS POS NA B No conclusion
Experimental normal (1.5 g/kg per day) or
high protein intake (3.0 g/kg per day)
Microalbuminuria Experimental
study (63)
24 men, average age:
24 years
NS NA NA A
Quintiles of estimated protein intake
(24 h N)
Microalbuminuria Cohort (11) 6,000 with 24 h urinary
albumin ]10 mg/L.
2,592 with 24 h urinary
albuminB10 mg/L Average
age: 50
NS NA NA C
Protein intake (FFQ) in gram per day and in
quintiles)
Microalbuminuria Cohort (60) 1,624 W NS NA NA C
Spontaneous intake (FFQ) energy-adjusted
gram per day and quintiles
Kidney stone Cohort (64) 96,245 W (2744 years
(average: 36 years)
NA NS NA C No conclusion
Spontaneous intake (FFQ) energy-adjusted
in quintiles
Kidney stone Cohort (65) 45,619 M.
Average age not given, range
of age groups: 40]70 years
NA POS (Increase in
group BMIB25,
not overall)
NA C
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Diogenes project (56) found no association between
protein E% and a 6.5-year change in WC, based on
country-specific FFQs.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein intake to change in WC (Table 7).
One RCT included body composition as the outcome.
In Ferrara et al.’s small RCT (59) where 15 physically
active men were prescribed an HP diet: 1.9 g/kg BW
per day (22 E%) versus a normal diet (NP): 1.3 g/kg BW
per day (15 E%) for 6 months, no association between
protein intake and change in fat mass or FFM was found.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein intake to change in body composition
(Table 7).
Renal function and kidney stones
The evaluation of the association between protein and
renal function based on GFR is based on two prospective
cohort studies (11, 60), both quality graded as C, and
two short-term intervention studies (9, 61), both quality
graded as B. The short-term studies were included
because of the HP content in the intervention diet (see
Appendix C, Table C13). An association between protein
intake and renal function may be explained by the
increase in GFR observed after an increase in protein
intake, which in the long-term may lead to increased
glomerular pressure (62).
In a 7-year prospective cohort study among healthy
individuals, Halbesma et al. (11) found no association
between protein intake and decline in GFR, as estimated
from plasma creatinine (eGFR). The cohort was sepa-
rated into two groups according to 24-h urinary albumin
]orB10 mg/day. In the Nurses’ Health Study with 11-
year follow-up among healthy women, Knight et al. (60)
also found no association between protein intake and
decline in eGFR in participants with a normal eGFR
at baseline. Among women with mild kidney insufficiency
at baseline, the decline in GFR was related to protein
intake, significant also for non-dairy protein intake. The
protein intake was based on an FFQ, and there was no
information about the total energy intake. The cross-over
study by Frank et al. (61) showed an increase in GFRwith
HP intake among young healthy male participants. This
was confirmed by Walrand et al. (9) who studied both
sexes of young participants. In contrast, Walrand found
no increase in GFR among healthy elderly of both sexes.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding
the relation of protein to renal function based on GFR
(Table 8).
The evaluation of the association between protein and
renal function based on microalbuminuria is investigated
in the same studies as GFR, namely two prospective
cohort studies (11, 60), both quality graded as C, and one
intervention study (61), quality graded as B, but also in a
short-term study by Jakobsen et al. (63), quality graded
as A (see Appendix C, Table C13).
The two cohort studies (11, 60) found no association
between protein intake and urinary albumin excretion.
The experimental cross-over study (61) among young
healthy male volunteers showed that 7 days of HP intake
(2.4 g/kg BW per day) considerably increased urinary
albumin excretion (from 9 to 18 mg/day), as compared
to a control protein intake of 1.2 g/kg BW per day. There
were no changes in renal blood flow, renal vascular
resistance, BP, or plasma levels of renin, aldosterone,
or angiotensin II. The 3-week study of a similar increase
in protein intake in young males (63) found no increase in
urinary albumin excretion.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein to renal function based on micro-
albuminuria (Table 8).
The evaluation of the association between protein
and risk of kidney stones is based on two 8- or 10-year
prospective cohort studies (64, 65), both quality graded
as C (see Appendix C, Table C14). Overall, there was no
association between protein intake and kidney stone
formation. One of the studies (65) found a higher risk
with increased animal protein intake among men with
a BMIB25, but no explanation could be offered for this
observation. Thus, it cannot be entirely ruled out that an
HP intake may promote kidney stone formation in
normal weight men, but this suggestion is weakened by
the low quality of the study.
The evidence is assessed as inconclusive regarding the
relation of protein to risk of kidney stones (Table 8).
Diabetes and glucose control
The evaluation of the association between protein intake
and the onset of T2D is based on four prospective cohort
studies (6669), all quality graded as B (see Appendix C,
Table C15). An association may be explained by the effect
of amino acids on insulin sensitivity (68).
In the Health Professionals’ Follow-up Study of mid-
dle-aged men followed for 20 years (66), a LC-high total
protein and fat score based on E% was associated with an
increased risk of T2D, and the risk was even higher when
the score was based on animal sources, mainly red and
processed meat. The lowest quintile of total protein intake
was 15.7 E% and the highest quintile 21.5 E%. The
Nurses’ Health Study of middle-aged women followed for
20 years (67) found no association between an LC-high
total protein and fat score and risk of TD2, except for a
decreased risk when the score was based on vegetable
sources. The lowest quintile of total protein intake was
14.7 E% and the highest quintile was 18.4 E%. The EPIC-
Potsdam Study (68) in men and women found a decreased
risk of T2D for each isoenergetic 5 E% higher contribu-
tion by CHs at the expense of protein, i.e. an increased risk
related to an LCHP diet. Also, the EPIC-NL study among
A systematic literature review
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Table 9. Summary diabetes
Outcome
Number of participants
(age)
Association of protein/effect (in RCT)
Rating
A
B
Strength of evidence:
Convincing, probable,
Exposure/Intervention variable Study Men (M), women (W) Total Animal Vegetable C Suggestive, no conclusion
12 weeks on recommended protein
(RP) ‘15 E% protein, 30 E% fat, 55
E% carbohydrate’ or high protein
(HP) ‘25 E% protein, 30 E% fat
and 45 E% carbohydrate’.
Groups:
Body fat B30% of body weight.
Body fat ]30% of body weight.
Both groups also instructed to reduce
usual energy intake by 500 kcal/d
Fasting blood
glucose
Intervention study
(70)
Age : 20 years
N34 in RP and 15 in HP
N38 in RP and 7 in HP
INVERSE
NS
NA
NA
NA
NA
C No conclusion
Quintiles of a low carbohydrate/
high protein and fat score, and
also based on animal or vegetable
sources
Deciles of a low carbohydrate/
high protein and fat score, and also
based on animal or vegetable
sources
Protein E% intake, substituted
isoenergetically by 5 E% lower
carbohydrate intake
Protein intake:
1) per 10 gram of intake and
2) Quartiles of protein E% intake
substituted isoenergetically by
5 E% lower carbohydrate intake
New type 2
diabetes (T2D)
Cohort study (66)
Cohort study (67)
Cohort study (68)
Cohort study (69)
40,475 M (4075 years)
85,059 W (3055 years)
9,702 M (4065 years)
and
15,365 W (3565 years)
2 cohorts mixed 38,094
M and W (age groups from
21 to 79 years)
POS
NS
POS
POS
POS
POS
NS
NA
POS
NS
NS
INVERSE
NS
NS
NS
B
B
B
B
Suggestive evidence that a
low carbohydrate-high
protein diet based on total
and animal protein increases
risk of T2D
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men and women (69) found an increased risk of T2D with
increasing protein intake per 10 gram and with an
isoenergetic substitution of 5 E% protein with CHs,
resulting in an LCHP diet, and also when the protein
intake was based on animal sources.
All of the diet results were obtained by FFQs.
Only one small study (70), quality graded as C,
addressed the association between protein intake and
blood glucose (see Appendix C, Table C15) and thus no
conclusion can be drawn.
The evidence is assessed as suggestive regarding the
relation of total and animal protein intake to increased
risk of T2D, based on long-term LCHP diets, including
one study with an LCHP-high-fat diet, while the evidence
is assessed as inconclusive regarding the relation of total
protein to fasting blood glucose (Table 9).
Physical training
The evaluation of the impact of physical training
on protein requirement is based on three clinical trials
(7173), quality graded as C, B, and B, respectively (see
Appendix C, Table C16). Increased protein use for
building and repair of muscle tissue in periods of strength
training, together with an increase in protein oxidation
during endurance training, have been suggested as
potential mechanisms underlying an association between
training status and protein requirement.
The effect of aerobic exercise training on whole-body
protein turnover during a set level of protein intake was
tested in a study of seven young men and women (pooled)
using stable isotope methodology (71). Protein intake
was adjusted to 0.88 g/kg BW per day during a 2-week
adaptation to the study diet. Thereafter, the subjects
participated in 4 weeks of endurance training (walking
and running 45 times per week at 85% of maximal heart
rate), while following the study diet. The data indicated
improved protein utilization in response to the exercise
training; improved N-balance, decreased protein oxida-
tion, and a tendency toward an improvement in non-
oxidative leucine deposition (measurement of whole-body
protein synthesis). The study may be underpowered for
the rate of appearance of leucine (measurement of whole-
body protein breakdown). No non-exercise control group
was included, and only one level of protein intake was
studied. For N-balance, no measurement was carried out
on the completeness of urine collection.
A longer training study was performed by Hartman
et al. (72) who studied the response to 12 weeks of
resistance exercise training (whole-body split routine five
times/week) in eight young men. Whole-body nitrogen flux
(Q), protein synthesis (PS), protein breakdown (PB), and
net protein balance (NPBPS-PB) was measured by a
stable isotope tracer of glycine before and after the exercise
program during a 5-day period with controlled macro-
nutrient intake (1.2 g protein/kg BW/day). ReductionsT
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were found in both PS and PB after the training program,
whereas the net balance between synthesis and breakdown
improved, suggesting that dietary requirements for protein
in resistance trained formerly novice athletes, are not
higher, but rather lower after resistance training.
Thalacker-Mercer et al. (73) analyzed 4-day dietary
records on 60 participants previously clustered (K-
means cluster analysis) as non-, modest-, and extreme-
responders to 16 weeks of high-intensity resistance
training (3-day/week), based on the magnitudes of change
in m. vastus lateralis myofiber cross-sectional area.
Despite marked variations in responses in the different
groups, no differences were found among clusters in daily
intake of protein or other macronutrients. The authors
concluded that the observed protein intakes (ca. 1.1 g/kg
BW/day in modest and extreme) were sufficient to
facilitate modest and extreme muscle growth during
resistance training. There may have been under-reporting
of energy intake in all clusters, based on the reported
intake relative to BW.
The evidence is assessed as suggestive for the effect
of training on whole-body protein retention, but incon-
clusive regarding the effect of physical training on protein
requirements (Table 10).
Discussion
The main findings of this systematic review on protein
intake and the relation to health outcomes in healthy
adult populations comparable to the Nordic populations
are that the evidence is assessed probable regarding the
estimated average requirement based on N-balance
studies, while an estimation of an optimal level of protein
intake based on the evidence of the relationships of
protein intake to mortality and morbidity are ranging
from suggestive to inconclusive.
It should be noted that the grading of the evidence was
only based on studies from 2000 to 2011 and for some
outcomes, and the inclusion of earlier studies might have
resulted in different grading. On the other hand, the most
recent recommendations of protein intake were also
based on N-balance studies, while the relation to health
outcomes was considered insufficient to establish refer-
ence values (5) or recommendations (4). Studies with
total, animal, or vegetable protein were included in this
review, while studies at amino acid level were not
included. The usual diet in Nordic countries is considered
unlikely to be limited in their content of indispensable
amino acids, and thus, we did not regard it relevant
to make an update of the comprehensive work by WHO/
FAO/UNU expert group from 2007 about amino acid
requirements (4).
We only included studies with healthy adults, primarily
long-term studies under free-living conditions. Postpran-
dial (acute/single-meal studies) and short-term studies
may not reflect the effect from ad libitum long-term dietary
habits and/or mechanisms such as adaptation. Studies
including both healthy persons and persons with risk
factors show different outcomes on nutrition exposures.
Despite limitations in the method mainly related to
accuracy of the measurements and interpretation of the
results, N-balance remains the method of choice for
determining protein requirement in adults in the absence
of validated or accepted alternatives and in the absence of
a reliable biological marker of protein status. Rand et al.’s
meta-analysis (3) included N-balance studies starting
with those cited in the 1985 FAO/WHO/UNU report
(74) and supplemented with an electronic search in
MEDLINE. They found no statistically significant dif-
ferences between climate of study site, adult age, class,
sex, and source of dietary protein, although there was an
indication that women might have a lower requirement.
The authors underlined that the data did not provide
sufficient power to detect possible differences. It is also
noteworthy that only one study with elderly persons
was included. In our review, we included two additional
balance studies published after the meta-analysis. The
high-quality-graded N-balance study by Campbell et al.
(8) found no difference in the estimated requirement
between young and old participants or men versus
women, while a small study (9) found that the net daily
N-balance increased equally in the younger and older
participants on an HP diet (2224 E%). From all of these
studies, the evidence is assessed as probable regarding
a median-estimated average requirement of nitrogen of
105 mg/kg BW per day corresponding to 0.66 g good-
quality protein/kg BW per day, regardless of sex and age.
The use of nitrogen balance to establish protein dietary
recommendations can be discussed. This methodology is
an indirect determination of protein turnover, and no
information about whole-body nitrogen or protein turn-
over, or various protein metabolic pathways, can be
obtained. Furthermove, achievement of complete urine
collections and strict measurements of energy intake/
balance is challenging in field studies. If the energy
balance changes during the study, this will influence the
results. Also, low protein intake may induce protein
sparing, and thus lead to underestimation of needs.
As evidenced by our results, there is a lack of rigorously
controlled long-term studies based on nitrogen balance.
During the last decades, more direct methods to measure
turnover of various body proteins have been applied,
including stable isotope tracer methodology. This has
enabled a mechanistic approach to the effects of various
dietary proteins. However, the main limitation to date is
the lack of prolonged studies using this methodology.
This is evidenced by the fact that most articles using
stable isotope methodology in our search from 2000 and
onward describe only acute effects of protein or amino
acid intake (see Appendix B) and mainly on muscle
protein metabolism. However, WHO/FAO/UNU (4) used
Agnes N. Pedersen et al.
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stable isotope studies to increase the requirements for
essential amino acids based on the biologically sound
criterion that the point of intake where oxidation of
the essential amino acids investigated begins to increase,
reflects the point of intake above requirements. Similar
logical reasoning is not available for whole-body protein
turnover beyond what can alreadyy be deduced from N-
balance studies. Rates of whole-body protein synthesis
and degradation are usually reported to increase in
parallel with protein intakes above the amount required
for N-balance, but the relationship between whole-body
protein turnover rate and health or body functions, needs
to be established. Studies of turnover of muscle proteins
have similarly not yet added to an understanding of
muscle function, since no studies are available demon-
strating a correlation between, e.g. muscle strength or
endurance and the dynamics of muscle protein turnover.
Thus, it will be important to use more advanced
methodology in future strictly controlled long-term
studies in order to establish mechanistic links between
protein intake from various sources and health outcomes.
The relationship between total protein intake and
all-cause mortality is regarded as inconclusive. Only the
PREVEND study included protein intake per se (11),
and they used baseline protein intake estimated from two
collections of 24-h urinary nitrogen with no correction
for possible loss of urine, and the intake expressed as g
protein per kg ‘ideal’ BW (after correcting the BMI to
22). Thus, the estimated mean intake of 1.20 g protein/kg
ideal BW was probably higher than the actual intake.
They found an inverse relation to all-cause mortality. The
Iowa Women’s Health Study (12) used baseline protein
E% in quintiles (substituted isoenergetically for CHs)
estimated from an FFQ, with no information about the
estimated energy intake, and they found no relation to
all-cause mortality. The remaining three studies (10, 13,
16) with four cohorts including ca. 200,000 men and
women, used an LCHP diet score based on the protein
E%, and also an LCHP and high-fat score (10), and
found an increased risk of all-cause mortality. Thus, we
regard the evidence as suggestive for a relationship
between diet with an LCHP score and increased risk of
all-cause mortality, but the use of an LCHP score makes
it uncertain whether the effects result from reduced CH
or increased protein and/or fat. It is also noteworthy that
the authors emphasized that the data evaluated the health
consequences of long-term habitual dietary intakes and
should not be interpreted as indicating that short-term
use of LCHP diets is detrimental to health. Regarding
cardiovascular mortality and total intake of protein per se,
the evidence is assessed as inconclusive based on LCHP
scores in two studies that found positive associations (13,
16), one study with a non-significant association (10),
and based on protein E% both non-significant (12) and
inverse (15) relations. In the three studies that included
the sources of protein (10, 12, 14) quality assessed as
B, C, and B, respectively, an inverse relation to cardio-
vascular mortality was found in all studies. Thus, we
assess the evidence as suggestive for a protective effect
of vegetable protein, including an LCHP diet based on
vegetable protein, toward cardiovascular mortality. No
statistically significant associations between total protein
intake or LCHP diets and cancer mortality was found,
and the only study that also included protein sources
found non-significant relations to animal- and vegetable-
based protein (12). Most studies on the relationship
between protein intake and cancer are food-based (6),
and therefore cannot isolate the protein effect per se.
The overall association between morbidity and intake
of total protein is assessed as inconclusive and thus in
agreement with other recent reviews (e.g. (4), (5)).
The relation to breast cancer is regarded is inconclusive,
based on The Nurses’ Health study (17) where no
significant association was found to either energy-
adjusted total or animalvegetable-based protein intake,
and on one case-control study that found an increased
risk in the highest tertile of total protein intake in gram
per day (18), while another small case-control study
found no relation to energy-adjusted total, animal- or
vegetable-based protein (19). None of these studies
included heredity as a confounder. The relation to
colorectal cancer is regarded as inconclusive, based on a
meta-analysis, primarily including studies with foods and
with main focus on animal sources of fat and protein
(20), and on three case-control studies (2123) that found
no significant associations. It is noteworthy that in a
Norwegian study, the non-significant differences were
most marked when healthy controls were used as the
comparison group (21), thus, drawing attention to the use
of hospital controls versus healthy controls. Regarding
the relation to other cancers (laryngeal, Non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma, esophageal and gastric cancer, ovarian,
pancreatic and prostate cancer), the evidence is based
on only one case-control study for each outcome and thus
inconclusive, while the non-significant association with
renal cell cancer was based on a pooled analysis of 13
prospective cohort studies (30). However, there was no
information about the intake level in the quintiles of
protein intake used in the analysis.
For cardiovascular diseases, the association between
protein intake and coronary heart disease and strokes was
statistically non-significant in the six included cohort
studies and thus regarded as inconclusive. However, it is
noteworthy that the Health Professionals’ Follow-Up
Study (33) showed a statistically significant relationship
between increased risk of IHD and total and animal
protein expressed as quintiles of E% substituted for an
isocaloric amount of CHs, but only in the subgroup of
‘healthy’ men (without baseline hypertension, diabe-
tes, and hypercholesterolemia). The association between
A systematic literature review
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protein intake and BP is regarded as inconclusive for total
and animal protein, while the association with vegetable
protein intake is regarded as suggestive. Thus, we are in
agreement with the WHO/FAO/UNU report (4) that
concluded ‘This is an obvious area for further research
aimed at identifying causality and, if causality exists,
determining whether the effect is attributable to proteins
of plant or animal origin’. We included one feeding study
(34), The OmniHeart study that was based on a CH diet
similar to the Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension
(DASH) diet, but with 15 E% protein versus 25 E%
protein, and the 10 E% protein replaced with CHs. The
subgroup analysis in the 40% Caucasians found no
significant relationship between protein intake and BP.
DASH studies were not included in our review because
they were based on a feeding study that tested the effects
of dietary patterns rather than individual nutrients and
was thus not designed to identify the specific nutrients and
foods responsible for the observed reductions in BP (75).
Both the SUN cohort study (35) and the Chicago Western
Electric Study (36) found an inverse relation of E% of
vegetable protein and risk of hypertension/BP, and the
most recent meta-analysis with soya intake in controlled
trials support that the evidence is regarded as suggestive.
However, it is still difficult to separate the effect of
vegetable protein from the other nutrients in vegetables
(e.g. potassium, fiber) that influence BP. Two good-quality
meta-analyses of randomized controlled studies (39, 40)
found a statistically significant inverse effect of a mean
daily intake of 2530 g soya protein, corresponding to 12
servings per day, on LDL cholesterol. Studies with highest
baseline LDL had greater reductions than studies with the
lowest values, thus, the effect may be smaller in normo-
cholesterolemic subjects. The evidence is assessed as
probable to convincing regarding the effect of soya protein
on LDL cholesterol, but the intake levels are much higher
than in the present Nordic diet and thus questions the
relevance in the average Nordic diet.
The role of dietary protein on bone health has been
controversial. On the one hand, urinary calcium loss is
increased by HP intakes, while, on the other hand, protein
increases calcium absorption or bioavailability, which
questions the net effect of HP diets on calcium economy
and the effect on bone health (76). Any negative effect
of protein may also be opposed by an increase in the
protein-sensitive insulin-like growth factor 1, IGF-1. We
assess the evidence as inconclusive regarding the relation
of protein intake to an overall effect on calcium and
bone metabolism and is thus in line with EFSA (5) that
found the available evidence regarding protein and bone
health to be insufficient. Protein intake and risk of bone
loss was based on three small cohort studies (4143),
all quality graded C, mainly with women, and a good-
quality meta-analysis (44) that found a ‘small benefit of
protein on bone health’, but the overall association is
inconclusive regarding benefit or adverse effects of higher
protein intake. According to the meta-analysis (44)
and the three cohort studies that included risk of fractures
(42, 45, 46), the association with protein intake is
inconclusive, but there seemed to be an (inconclusive)
interaction with the intake level of calcium. Fenton et al.
(47) made a fine systematic review and meta-analysis on
the association between dietary acid load, including
protein intake, and bone health, but unfortunately the
information about the dietary intakes/interventions was
insufficient, and thus quality was assessed as C. They
concluded that ‘The analysis did not find support for the
hypothesis that ‘‘acid’’ from the diet causes osteoporosis
or that an ‘‘alkaline’’ diet prevents osteoporosis. Higher
protein intakes and animal protein were not detrimental
to calcium retention. The ideal protein intake for bone
health could not be determined.’ The two good-quality
intervention trials that addressed calcium and bone
metabolism used a combination of sodium and protein
effects (48) or protein and calcium (49), and thus, the effect
of protein per se could not be assessed.
Regarding the association between protein and energy
intake, BW control and body composition, we excluded
studies with overweight/obese participants, or partici-
pants on weight loss diets since factors involved in weight
loss among obese may differ from factors responsible for
weight gain in the normal weight (57). Overall, we found
the associations inconclusive. EFSA (5) based their
assessment on studies with mainly overweight/obese
participants and concluded that ‘these studies are diffi-
cult to interpret with respect to whether the effects
observed are due to an increase in dietary protein intake
or to the concomitant modification of carbohydrate and/
or fat intakes, and whether any observed effect of an
increase in dietary protein would be sustainable’. Protein
in relation to energy intake was examined in two
intervention studies, where Rumpler et al. (51) found no
effect of the three macronutrients in a small study, while
Weigle et al. (52) found a decreased appetite during a
combination of an HP-low-fat diet. The cohort study
by Koppes et al. (50) found the association between
protein and energy intake to be three times larger than
the association between fat and energy intake. Thus,
no conclusion could be drawn from the included studies.
Regarding the association between protein and BMI, the
included studies were generally of low quality, mainly
because of insufficient dietary recording method (53) or
description (54, 59). Two controlled trials found increased
protein intake to induce weight loss; a small low-quality
study (59) that found a 2 kg weight reduction (3.5% of
baseline BW) during 6 months, and Weigle et al.’s (52)
small but high quality study with an HP-low-fat diet
resulting in a weight loss of 4.990.5 kg (body fat 3.790.4
kg) after 12 weeks ad libitum diet. In observational
studies, the EPIC study (56) found that total and animal
Agnes N. Pedersen et al.
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protein increased the risk of weight gain in 89,000 men
and women during a mean follow-up of 6.5 years, while
two small cohort studies (57, 58) found non-significant
associations. A comprehensive review (77) of the epide-
miological evidence on the associations between diet
and subsequent weight gain and obesity concluded:
‘The substantial evidence reviewed suggests that levels
of protein intake, regardless of source, are not associated
with subsequent excess weight gain or obesity, although
the results were inconsistent.’ The conclusion was based
on 11 prospective cohort studies from 1990 to 2007 of
which we have included three studies (53, 57, 58) in our
review. Regarding protein intake and the association with
changes in WC, the results from two large prospective
cohort studies were conflicting, because the Danish study
with ca. 42,000 participants (55) found an inverse relation
to total and animal protein intake, while the EPIC study
(56) did not find significant association. Only one small
RCT addressed changes in body composition (59),
and it did not find that HP diet had any effect on body
composition. This is a particular area that warrants
further investigation. Weight loss in healthy adults,
possibly induced by increased protein intake, is probably
not associated with health benefits, but increased FFM
may be of benefit.
Regarding the associations between protein kidney
function and kidney stones, the evidence is regarded as
inconclusive. EFSA also found the available evidence in-
sufficient to derive an upper level of protein intake based
on protein and kidney function (5). But our systematic
review calls for reflection. The two included experimental
studies (9, 61) found that an HP intake corresponding
to ca. 2 g/kg BW compared to ca. 1 g/kg BW increased
GFR among young participants, but this association was
not confirmed by the two cohort studies (11, 60). The
increase in GFR is a normal physiological adaption to
increased protein intake (78) but it is also an important
component of the hyperfiltration theory of Brenner (79)
due to its presumed effect of increasing glomerular
pressure. Walrand et al. (9) found that an HP intake
did not increase GFR in the elderly participants, from a
baseline GFR which was lower than that of the young
participants. This is probably due to the reduced kidney
function in elderly, since patients with mild-to-moderate
chronic kidney disease also do not show the UP-induced
increase in GFR (80). It is also an important component
of the hyperfiltration theory that overloading of remnant
nephron mass should be avoided. Caution is required due
to the observation of a decline in GFR among women
with mild kidney insufficiency (60). Regarding micro-
albuminuria, one experimental study found an increase in
urinary albumin after 7 days on an HP intake of 2.4 g/kg
BW per day (61), while a similar increase in protein
intake in the other short-term experimental study of
healthy young men did not find an increase in 24-h
urinary albumin excretion (63). Further studies are
needed to settle whether this discrepancy is due to the
different durations of the studies or e.g. due to different
methods of analysis of albumin in the urine. A review by
Friedman (62) cites an earlier 3-week study showing a
reduction in proteinuria with reduced protein intake
(from 75 to 43 g/day). Caution is required until this is
settled. Among patients with chronic kidney disease, the
presence of albuminuria, even within the normal range,
is a strong predictor of future decline in kidney function
which is understood in the context of the hyperfiltration
theory by Brenner (79).
The evidence is regarded as suggestive of an association
between long-term LCHP diets and an increased risk of
T2D based on three (66, 68, 69) out of four prospective
cohort studies. In two of the studies (66, 69), this
association was most clearly associated with intake of
animal protein, possibly a reflection of the fact that
animal protein was the main protein source. The associa-
tion was absent if related only to the intake of vegetable
protein (66, 69). However, as is clear from one study (69),
the intake of vegetable protein was much lower than that
of animal protein, which leaves it an open question
whether the same result would be found with a higher
intake of vegetable protein, covering the protein require-
ments. The study in women adjusted only for age,
smoking, physical activity, alcohol, family history of
T2D, BMI, and hormone use (67). The study of males
only also adjusted for total energy and coffee (66).
The two studies of men and women together (68, 69)
did adjust for sex and, in addition to the confounders
mentioned above, also adjusted for education, fiber
intake, magnesium intake (68) and further, for WC,
energy-adjusted intake of saturated fat, monounsaturated
fat, polyunsaturated fat, cholesterol, vitamin E, glycemic
load, and BP (69). The employment of different con-
founders for statistical adjustment may contribute to
different results in such studies. However, the results from
long-term LCHP diets make it uncertain whether the
effects result from reduced CH or increased protein.
The association of physical training on protein reten-
tion is evaluated as suggestive based on two smaller
studies using stable isotope technology (71, 72). In the
study by Gaine et al. (71), young untrained adults
participated in 4 weeks of aerobic training while their
protein intake was kept strictly on 0.88 g/kg BW per day.
An improved N-balance was found with training, to-
gether with reduced leucine oxidation and a tendency to
improved non-oxidative leucine deposition (estimate of
protein synthesis). Thus, improved protein utilization and
nitrogen retention was found in response to aerobic
exercise training in weight-stable subjects. In a longer
training study by Hartman et al. (72), young untrained
adults participated in 12 weeks of resistance exercise
training. Their protein intake was 15 E% during the
A systematic literature review
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training period. Whole-body protein turnover was deter-
mined during 5 days with controlled diets (1.2 g protein/
kg BW per day) before and after the training period.
In this study, nitrogen flux, and whole-body protein
synthesis and breakdown were reduced as a result of
the training, whereas net whole-body protein balance
(synthesis breakdown) and urinary N-balance improved.
Thus, the study supports that exercise training increases
protein retention, and also suggests that after longer
training periods, that the protein requirement is reduced
rather than increased. The response to exercise training
may however vary between individuals, and in a study by
Thalacker-Mercer et al. (73), no correlation was found
between regular protein intake (or other macronutrient
or energy intake) and leg muscle hypertrophic response
to 16 weeks of resistance training, despite a variation of
060% hypertrophy between non- and extreme-respon-
ders. The average protein intake varied from 0.97 to 1.07
g/kg BW per day, and did not differ between groups of
non-, moderate, and extreme responders. Thus, this
protein intake was sufficient to support a large range of
responses, and the lack of response to training could not
be explained by a sub-optimal diet. However, the data
indicate that there may have been substantial under-
reporting of energy intake in all three clusters.
The evidence is evaluated as inconclusive regarding the
effect of physical training on protein requirements. In all
three included studies, protein intake was on or above the
RDA for healthy adults. It is unclear if the results would
differ if protein intake was below a sufficient level to
support muscle growth.
The literature search of interaction between physical
activity and protein intake resulted, for the most part, in
studies of short duration, studies in athletes, or studies of
specific protein or amino acid supplements. Therefore,
these were not included in the review. There is a lack of
prolonged studies of the impact of (moderate) physical
activity on dietary protein effects on various outcomes.
In summary, whereas exercise training may improve
protein retention, the response may vary, and this cannot
be explained by diet or protein intake alone. Our evalua-
tion is in agreement with the most recent position
statement on ‘Nutrition and Athletic Performance’ from
the American Dietetic Association, Dietitians of Canada,
and the American College of Sports Medicine (81), that
states that protein requirement, even in athletes, can
generally be achieved through diet alone without the use
of protein or amino acid supplements. Thus, the same
should be valid for healthy adults who are physically active.
They do however recommend a slightly higher protein
intake in endurance and strength-trained athletes with an
intake ranging from 1.2 to 1.7 g/kg BW per day.
Overall for our systematic review, many of the protein
intake data from the included observational studies are
based on semi-quantitative FFQs, mainly from the large
US prospective cohort studies, Nurses’ Health Study
and the Health Professionals’ Follow-up Study, but also
from the Women Health Initiative Observational Study
and the EPIC studies. In some studies, the FFQs were
‘calibrated’ to correct for under- or over-reporting, and in
other studies analyzed as ‘scores’ of intake of macronu-
trients making it difficult to separate the effect of protein
per se. Many of the studies removed implausible energy
intakes, but the range of the included intake remained
large (e.g. including 2.516 MJ). None of the included
studies used cut-off values for the energy intake: basal
metabolic rate to assess the misreporting (82). The semi-
quantitative FFQ have the ability to rank the subjects
based on their intakes, so that subjects with low intakes
can be separated from those with high intakes. This
permits the calculation of the odds ratio or relative risk of
disease in relation to intake (83). Based on calibrated data
from the Women Health Initiative Observational Study
about protein intake and the risk of frailty (84), it has been
argued that FFQs better assess nutrient consumption as a
fraction of total energy intake than absolute nutrient
consumption. Thus, it may be more appropriate to
conclude from protein E% than protein intake expressed
in gram per day or in g/kg BW per day.
The main impression from our systematic review is that
we agree with the conclusions from WHO/FAO/UNU
2007 (4):
. requirement is the lowest level of dietary protein
intake that will balance the losses of nitrogen from
the body, and thus maintain the body protein mass . . .
. . . . nitrogen balance does not necessarily identify the
optimal intake for health, which is less quantifiable.
. There is emerging information on the apparently
beneficial effect of protein intakes in excess of the
safe level for lowering BP, reducing risk of ischemic
heart disease and improving bone health. It is clearly
urgent to identify whether such associations are
causal, what the mechanisms are, and what the dose
response is.
. The task is to identify protein intakes that enable long-
term health and well-being.
Our systematic literature review has unfortunately failed
to identify high-quality studies which could alter the
classical criterion for protein recommendations, i.e. that
requirement is the lowest level of dietary protein intake
that will balance the losses of nitrogen from the body, and
thus maintain the body protein mass.
Conclusion
The evidence is assessed probable regarding the estimated
average requirement based on N-balance studies.
The estimation of an optimal level of protein intake
based on the evidence of the relations of total protein
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intake (regardless of source) to mortality and morbidity
is mainly ranging from suggestive to inconclusive, i.e.
suggestive for a relationship between increased all-cause
mortality risk and long-term LCHP diets; inconclusive
for a relationship between all-cause mortality risk and
total protein intake per se; suggestive for an inverse
relationship between cardiovascular mortality and vege-
table protein intake; inconclusive for relationships be-
tween cancer mortality and cancer diseases, respectively,
and protein intake; inconclusive for a relationship be-
tween cardiovascular diseases and total protein intake;
suggestive for an inverse relationship between BP and
vegetable protein; probable to convincing for an inverse
relationship between soya protein intake and LDL cho-
lesterol; inconclusive for a relationship between protein
intake and bone health, energy intake, BW control, body
composition, renal function, and risk of kidney stones,
respectively; suggestive for a relationship between in-
creased risk of T2D and long-term LCHP-high-fat diets;
inconclusive for impact of physical training on protein
requirement; and suggestive for effect of physical training
on whole-body protein retention.
It is noteworthy, that many of the included studies
found a decreased risk of outcome associated with
vegetable protein intake.
Overall, many of the included prospective cohort
studies were difficult to fully evaluate since results were
mainly obtained by FFQs, which in some studies were
‘calibrated’ to correct for under- or over-reporting and in
other studies analyzed as ‘scores’ of intake of macronu-
trients making it difficult to separate the effect from
protein per se.
Regarding harmful effects of an HP intake, the
evidence is regarded as inconclusive, but it cannot be
entirely ruled out that an HP intake corresponding to ca.
24 E% or ca. 2 g/kg BW may affect kidney function in the
long term. The evidence is assessed as suggestive regard-
ing an increased risk of all-cause mortality and T2D in
relation to long-term LCHP diets for a total protein
intake of at least 2023 E%, but the use of an LCHP score
makes it uncertain whether the effects result from reduced
carbohydrate or increased protein intake. Potentially
adverse effects of a protein intake exceeding 2023 E%
remain to be investigated.
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